
Activity Ten Part 1 – Analyze the Chord Progression

1)  Harmonic Analysis b1-b4 of the Minuet.
a) Copy the functions of the chords as in the score on the powerpoint slide #68 (Tonic, Subdominant, Dominant etc).
b) What is a pivot chord?  Please put the definition of it somewhere on the score below and mark the chord that is the pivot. 
c) The pivot chord is the vi chord in G major.   What Roman numeral would the chord be in D major? ________.
d) Mark the modulation on the score below along with the key.  Copy from the powerpoint  slide #68 if you are not sure.

Functions Key
T = Tonic
SD = Subdominant
(or substitute)
PD = Predominant
D = Dominant
(or substitute)



Look at slide 69.
2) Fill in the missing functions for b5-b8 of the Minuet using the ‘Functions Key’.  They are marked 2a-2e (five altogether).
3) What is the function of both the vi and ii chord (best fit answer please)?  ___________
4) What kind of cadence is at the end of the phrase (marked with box)? ________________________

Functions Key
T = Tonic
SD = Subdominant
(or substitute)
PD = Predominant
D = Dominant
(or substitute)

Dominant
(or substitute)

2a) 2b) 2c) 2d) 2e)



Look at slide 70.
5) In the box marked Q5 what key has the piece modulated to briefly?  Write chord (symbol) above the chords and in the box.
6) a) Write the figured bass (Roman number) of the chords at the bottom of  the box marked Q6.  

b) What key are we in now briefly?  ________________.

7) BONUS OPTIONAL QUESTION (slightly more challenging).
a) What is the figured bass for this chord?  Write the Roman numeral below the chord in the box.
b) What is the function of this chord?  Write the function below (i.e. T, SD, PD, D).
c) What is the purpose of this chord in the piece? What is it doing? 

 ___________________________________________________________________________________ Q7 

Q5 

Q6 



Look at slide 71
8) These four bars of the Minuet are the same as a number bars you have already analysed!  What bar numbers earlier in  the Minuet 

are the bars below the same as?   Therefore this a repeat of a chordal progression already learnt. 

b____________ to b______________.


